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The Convergence of a Class of Double-rank
Minimization Algorithms
2. The New Algorithm

d where q and ql are uniquely determined orthonormal vectors. The parameter 1/ is
. ntially arbitrary in that it depends upon p. It was suggested in Part 1 that a suitable
ice for I] would be zero since if it were negative, or large and positive, the matrix KI
hence HI might become needlessly badly conditioned. It was noted moreover that
osing I] in this way gives rise to a new algorithm.

the two algorithms in this class already published, that due to Davidon (1959)
modified by Fletcher & Powell (1963) is obtained by putting P equal to zero and
s shown in Part I that this led, in general, to negative values of 1]. We thus expect
quence of matrices {HI} obtained by that algorithm to exhibit a tendency to
arity and this tendency has been noted by, among others, Broyden (1967) and
on (1969). In a more recent algorithm, due to Greenstadt (1967), if H is positive
ite the values of 1] are even more negative than those occurring in the DFP
ithm. One result of this is that for this algorithm the matrices H cannot, unlike
for the DFP algorithm, be proved to be positive definite and this has serious
tions when considering numerical stability.

this paper we show theoretically that the new algorithm is stable and we prove
is the only member of the class considered for which a certain matrix error

is reduced strictly monotonically when minimizing quadratic functions. We
the effect of rounding and of poor conditioning of H on the attainable accuracy

solution and conclude by presenting the results of a numerical survey in
he performance of the new algorithm for a variety of test problem is compared
t of the DFP algorithm.
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. . . . al orithm and discusses theoretically some
This pa?Cr presents ~.n~w mIDl,:~:~o~nc~ions. Results of comparative testing f?r'
properties whe~ app ie . to qua d 'bed and reasons for the observed expertof non-quadratic functions are escn
behaviour are suggested.

1. Introduction . I
IN THEFIRSTPARTof this paper (Broyden, 1970) we examined a cl~ss of a go
minimizin the function F(x) where it was assumed that the.gradlent of F(~
b f(x) is ~vailable as an explicit expression. In these algo:lt~s t~e functi
~nimized at the ith iteration in the direction PI' where Pi IS given y

Pi = -Hifl
f is the value of the gradient at XI' Hi is a symmetric and p

a~~it~~e~:fJcite matrix. The matrix HI is updated at ~ach iteration, and t~:
p ation involved an arbitrary parameter denoted 10 Part 1 by Pi' ~. ,
:~~ation is somewhat complicated, but its pr~pertIes may be analysed more
F(x), the function to be minimized, is quadratic. If then •

F(x) = lxTAx-bTx+c,
where A is an nth order positive definite matrix, b an nth order vector and c
we can define a matrix Ki by

New Algoritbm

new algorithm is obtained by setting I] equal to zero and it then follows from
equations (6.5) and (6.lOa), that in order to achieve this P must be chosen to

PtzTf{z = 1. (2.1)
tion becomes, from Part I, equations (2.5), (3.1), (3.4) and (3.5),

P = -1/(tpTf) (2.2)
equivalent, from equations (2.8) and (3.2b) of Part 1, to

P = 1/(tpTy). (2.3)
ue of P is substituted into the general matrix updating equation (Part I,
(3.2» we obtain the updating equation of the new algorithm in a form
computation,

KI = BHiB
where B is the positive definite matrix that satisfies

B2 = A.

Now we are concerned in this paper only w!th changes that oc~ur.d
iteration so we may, in order to simplif~ no~atlOn, omit th~ s~b~rt:~a~
subscript j+ 1 by 1. With this convention It was shown 10 a
according to the equation

1 (p T T THI = H+-r pp -py H-Hyp )
P Y (2.4a)

where

yTHy
P = t+ -7:- . (2.4b)py

ove that the new algorithm is stable in the sense of Broyden (1967).
. If t is chosen to minimize F(x), H is positive definite and HI is given by
4) then HI is positive definite.

OJ = l_qTKq,

e = -qiKq
222
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':Now I/E11/2= Tr(E[E1) and it then follows fro-':Of q and q1 that m symmetry and the orthonormality

I/E111z= Tr(E2-EQMQr -QMQTE+QMzQ1)
plying the lemma to equation (2 12) th . . . . (2.12). en gives, SInce M 1Ssymmetric
E111z= IIEIIZ-2(mllqTEq+m12qiEq+mzlqTEq+m T Z' Z Z
'chreduces from equation (2. 11b) to 2zq1Eq1)+mll +2m12 +mn

. IIEdi
z = IIEIIZ-(qTEq)Z-2(qTEq1)Z+1/(1/+2qlEql)' (2.13)

now consider the two possibilities:

. Kq = qA. (2.14)
A. IS some scalar, non-zero since K . . '"

, ition-of q, that IS non-singular, ThIS implies, from the

Proof. Since {J is given by equation (2.2) it follows from equation (1.1) that
{J = l/(tfTHf). (

But since H is assumed to be positive definite both FBf and t are positive (for p~
of the latter assertion see. e.g. Broyden, 1967). Thus {J > 0 and the prooffollows.rt
Broyden (1967), Theorem 8. . '"

It follows from this theorem that the matrix update of the new algorithm is al
well-defined, and hence suitable for automatic computation. Since the a1gori
addition minimizes a quadratic function in at most n iterations it possesses hi
all the properties that made the DFP algorithm so successful. Our final theorem
that the new algorithm 'possesses a property not possessed by the DFP algo '
and although it is strictly relevant only to quadratic functions it is likely. s'
involves matrix error norms. to have a bearing on the more general case. Exp
crudely the final theorem states that of all the double rank algorithms consi ''',
Part I, the new algorithm approximates most closely to Newton's method. We
prove a lemma.
LEMMA 1. If M = [mlj]js a 2 x 2 matrix, X = [XI. xzl and Y = [YI. Y2]where XI. ~
and Y2are nth order vectors, then

Tr(XMYT) = mllyixl + mlzyIxl + m21y[x2 + mzzyIxz·

Proof On expanding the matrix product we obtain
Tr(XMY1) = Tr(x1mllyi +X1m12yI +XZm21Y[ +x2mzzyD.

and the lemma follows from the identities
Tr(uyT) '" yTU

K2Z = KzA..
Now Part I, equation (3.6), states that

ZI = z-Kzt
{OIlOWS from Part I, equation (3.8) and equation (2.15) (above) that t = A.-I
. '

Zl = Z-KzA.-l
. K . . . (2.16)

ce IS non-sm gular equation (2 15) m b . .
from equation (2.16) = 0 Th . ay e ~re-multlphed by K-I and this

: ' ZI . e first alternative of the theorem thus 0K A. ccurs.

pve that, in this case qTICn ,,0 Iq " q • . (2.17)
._ '''''II . t was shown In Part I (equation (4.4» that
, K'+lZi+l = K,z,tP,-K;z,Vt"
!,:dd Vtfin~r~ scalars, and it was moreover established that", ,,0
, e e ition of q, and the subscript convention this equation may then be

and
Tr(A+B) '" Tr(A)+Tr(B).

THEOREM 2. Let the generalized algorithm as defined in Part 1 be applied to lhi
function (1.2) and let E be given by ~

E = K-I.
where K is defined by equation (1.3) and (1.4). Then at least one of the to
possibilities occurs: "

(a) ei = O.
where e is the difference between the solution and the ith approximation,

(b) IIE1llz < IIEllz+1/(I1+2qiEql).

where 1/_11denotes the Euclidean matrix norm.

Proof Equations (1.5) and (2.8) give
El = E-QMQT

",' Kq = qo:+qlP
llows immediately from ine li (2.18)
p.18) by q[ gives. from equ~~~~t(2~~)~7) that P " O. Pre-multiplication of

qiEq = P
.rEq " O. The theorem then f 11 " .try ofE. 0 ows immediately from equation (2.13) and

. • In the new algorithm I
ft,', I at east one of the following two possibilities 0 •
'!t ., ceurs.

(lc11E1i.

~= 0 in inequality (2.9b). '
IL ce of this theorem and it llarv i''lie norms of the su . s coro ary IS due to the fact that for quadratic
O'art 1, Theorem 8 ccessive errors e, are bo~ded in terms of the spectral
.'ilt of the succes!iv:~~~!~o~gh for quadratic functions the vector errors

, .to choose these 0 .PI' fo~ non-quadratic functions it may well
". parameters with a VIew to the greatest po ibl d .'% SSl e re ucnon

where

and

(2.15)
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of the vector error norms. This may hopefully be achieved if the matrix err"
IIEdl are kept as small as possible, and though the spectral norms may increa
using the new algorithm the Euclidean norms are reduced strictly monot
It is of course possible that, for some problems, algorithms for which '1 ;6
reduce the matrix error norms by a greater amount than the new algorithm;""
might expect the new algorithm to be inferior in thesecases. On the other
'1 ~ 0, it is possible that a very large increase in the matrix error norm mi
and in this case we would expect the use of the new algorithm to result in a.su
improvement. Since reducing the matrix error norm makes the iteration ma
more like the inverse Jacobian we are justified to some extent in claiming t
general class of double-rank methods, the new one is that which most re
Newton's method. We would thus expect the performance of the new algori
reflect that of Newton's method, so that it might perform comparatively badl
Jacobian matrix is singular at the solution. This did, indeed, occur in the one
attempted of this type of problem.

m 3 where the new method is markedly inferior. In this problem the Jacobian
lar 'at the solution and the remarks of the previous section apply.

blems 5-10 were cases of the trigonometric function of Fletcher & Powell
). The maximum number of independent variables, 45, was dictated by the si~
, available computer and it is seen from Table 2 that for these problems there IS

ng to choose between the two methods.

TABLE 2

n No 8 m(NM) m(DFP) s(NM) s(DFP)

86 83 ~5 4'891Q8 2'24]0-' 15 15 :1
10_ 1'8610' 3-1610-, 21 21 151 145 :120 1-95J01o 4'4710-' 29 29 217 225

:~30 3-21J01o 5-4810-' 46 46 350 350

~

40 2-6210" 6-3210-, 53 54 382 403
45 1-6310" 6-7110-' 63 63 480 499

~l

3. Numerical Examples

One of the principal initial difficulties in carrying out a programme of com
testing was finding problems sufficiently difficult to reveal any significant di
between the performance of the new algorithm and the DFP algorithm. "
commenced with four standard problems, namely Rosenbrock's, Helical
Powell in four variables (for all these see Fletcher & Powell, 1963) and a p~o

remaining tests were attempts to fit data by a sum of exponentials, it being
t that this would combine maximum scope for testing with minimum extra

amming, If (x" y,), i = I, 2, ... , p represents p data points we define a function

TABLE 1

Problem n No 8 m(NM) M(DFP) s(NM)

1 2 2'3w lQ-6 19 23 1882 3 1-9lO' 10-6 21 21 1673 4 3-610, 10-6 26 18 2314 2 1'3IO' 10-6 15 14 152

p

S=2:I1;
'=1

(3.1)

q -PjX,
11, = Yt": L IXje •

j=l

ilicit expressions for 8S/8IX) and 8S/8p) were then found and these formed the
. ents of the vector f, of order 2q. The q values of IX)and q values of p) formed the
or of independent variables with respect to which S is minimized. Data for these
was obtained in three ways. For Problems 11 and 12 the values of y, were the
.of three exponentials evaluated at 13 values of x, but for problems 13 and 14
-hand curve of faintly exponential character was drawn, and 17 points taken from
e values of q for Problems 11 to 14 were 1, 3, I and 2 respectively, the choice
ee for Problem 12 being governed by the knowledge that the data did in fact

esent three exponentials. The data for Problem 15 was provided by a user, who
ired a sum of six exponentials fitting to 54 data points. The values of y i were
ined experimentally. The results of the five exponential problems are summarized
able 3.
e behaviour of the DFP algorithm in these examples was extremely interesting.
peared to get reasonably close to the solution in only a few more iterations than
-red by the new algorithm, and it then proceeded to "mark time" for perhaps
ty iterations or so. A characteristic example was Problem 12. After 33 iterations
ad been reduced to approximately 10-3, and it then hovered around this value

(3.2)

attributed to Beale (Shah, Buehler & Kempthome, 1964). We denote these as
1, 2, 3, and 4 respectively. Each problem was deemed to be solved when
where 8 is some arbitrary tolerance, and the results of the calculations are su
in Table I. In the tables we denote the number of independent variables by n, "
number of gradient evaluations by m and the total number of function evaluati
This latter figure represents the amount of labour involved in linear mini
a process that was carried out using a well-tried quadratic interpolation a
to be described more fully by Fielding (to appear). The initial value of 11111 is
by No and the final value, as stated, is less than 8. We choose to consider III
than the function value since the former is zero at the solution whereas in ge
such statement may be made about the latter.

A glance atTable 1 reveals no significant differences between the methods ex
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arkedly from the new one. Since, as was shown in Part 1, this would cause
. algorithm to yield a new value of H that would be much more badly con-
d than that given by the new algorithm, and since the occurrence o! a near
r H would explain the observed poor performance of the DfP algont~ for

·conditioned problems, we regard the discrepancy between the two algonthms
caseas highly encouraging.
turn now to the effect of rounding error in computing the gradient. Suppose that
·etrue value of the gradient but the computed value is f+M. We then have,
lng the possibility offurther error,

p = -Hf (4.3)

p+ap = -H(f+M) (4.4)
p is the correct step vector, and p+ ap is the computed one. Thus, from equation
d (4.4),

C. G. BROYDEN

until iteration 60 when it was reduced to about 10-4• Subsequent iterat
reduced IIfllsteadily until at the 65th iteration it fell below IO~ and the
terminated. This behaviour, which was repeated in a more complex'
Problem 14,was in marked contrast to the new algorithm which converged
rapidly when close to the solution.

TABLE 3

Problem n No m(NM) m(DFP) s(NM)

11 2 9'9J01 10~ 9 9 90
12 6 5'710' 1O~ 33 65 404
13 2 7'9103 10~ 11 148
14 4 2'1 1O~ 20 61 267
15 12 3-'lw 10-4 56 more than 783

150 ~p = -HM.

ions (4.3) and (4.5) now yield
Ilfll,;; IIH-Ilillpil

lIapll,;; IIHIIIIMIl
One more feature of Table 3 calls for comment, the fact that the OFP a

did not solve Problems 13 and 15. This was due in the latter case to ex
arbitr~ryli~t on the number of iterations and in the former to a value of PI
negative. This resulted, for one of the larger values of Xi' in exponential overfl
evaluating (Ji'

lIapll/llpll,;; k(H)IIMIl/llfli. (4.6)
the relative error in the computed step vector is bounded by the product of the
ve error in the computed gradient multiplied by the condition number of H.
IIMll/llfllbecomes very large as the solution is approached eq~ation (4.5) gives
gh practical guide as to the attainable accuracy. The quantity IIMIImay be

roughly from the knowledge of the details of the co~putation of f an,d the
_ ngth of the computer, and f of course is known. It remains the~efore to eS~lmate
ndition number ofH, and a lower bound of this may be determined very Simply.

siderthe function 4> defined by
4> _ IlpllIIfll

- IpTfl
- Hf, may be written

A. _ IIHfl1IIfll
'f' - IfTHfI •

sinceH is symmetric and positive definite its spectral norm is equal to its largest
value, say Amax.Thus

IIHfllllfll ,;; Amaxllfll2•

fTHf ;;. Am;nllfIl2,where ),min is the smallest eigenvalue of H, and combining these
ualities gives

4. Discussion
It was noted in the previous section that the performance of the new algorit

substantially the same as that of the OFP algorithm in the initial stages of the
of a problem, but that the characteristics of the algorithms during the final sta
markedly different. That this behaviour is not unreasonable may be inferr
a consideration of the values of P for the two algorithms. We have, in fact,

P=O
for the DFP algorithm and

P = l/CfTHft)
for the new one. At the beginning of the iteration, when the gradients are
large, equation (4.2) implies that provided t is not too small then P may wella
zero, so that the two algorithms become effectively identical. In practice it
found that initially P has usually been very close to zero (values of 10-4 ha
recorded), as for example in Problem 9, where the values of Xi obtained b
algorithms were identical (to four significant figures) for the first five or so He

On the other hand, as the solution is approached, P for the new method l
extremely large (a value of 104has been monitored) and the maximum disc
between the two methods occurs. The other eventuality that could give rise to
value of P is severe ill-conditioning of the Hessian of F(x). If this occurred in
where F(x) was strongly non-quadratic it would be possible, despite a large
IIfll,for both IIHfIland t to be small so that in this case also the OFP algorit

cf> ,;; Amax/Amln• (4.7)
t;' I;' is the condition number of H, so that a lower bound of the condition
,~~ m;; readily be computed. The use of this bound, ~oupl~d with the inequality
6),is sufficient to give an idea of the attainable accuracy m a given case. It would be

(4.5)
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d to this extent they are unsatisfactory and incomplete. The~ ~o, ~ho~gh,
an h new algorithm may repay further consideration, especia y in t ?se
at t e bl known to be difficult or where convergence usingre the pro ems are .

'ethods has been less than rapid.

. I t ful to Mr K. Fielding, of the University of Essex,thor IS extreme y gra e . d t Mr W Temple of
ing out the comparative testing of the algorithms, an 0 •

University for providing one of the test problems.

of use, for instance, in deciding whether failure to converge was due to som
of the function or to an unreasonably small value of e.

We do not propose to discuss the technical details of the programs
saying that apart from the matrix updating routines the programs for bot
the new algorithm were identical. It is hoped that an ALGOL procedure
the new algorithm will be published in due course (Fielding, to appear) a
more appropriate to defer publication of the relevant computational details

5. Conclusions

The experimental results quoted in Section 3 above support the view tha
algorithm exhibits a tendency to "mark time" for certain problems. The su
new algorithm in overcoming this tendency in the cases tried suggests that t
ation of this behaviour given in Part I, namely that in the DFP algorithm the
H, are predisposed towards singularity, is probably correct. It is also clear'
strategy of choosing p to eliminate this tendency appears to have bee
successful. .

Of the 15cases attempted, in only one was the DFP algorithm significantly'
to the new algorithm and this case was special in that the Jacobian at the
was singular. For all other cases the number of iterations required was either
able, or substantially favoured the new algorithm. Indeed the DFP algorithm
more than three times as many iterations than the new algorithm to solve Pro
and this ratio could have been exceeded in Problem 15 where the DFP
terminated after 150 iterations. The choice of e in Problem 15 was perha
unfortunate for the DFP algorithm since the value of /If /I achieved by this a
hovered at only slightly above e for some 85 iterations. This example did,
confirm the apparent inability of the DFP algorithm to administer the coup
to a difficult problem.

Further perusal of the tables shows that not only is the new algorithm on th
superior to the DFP algorithm in terms of number of iterations but it is also
number of evaluations of F(x) per iteration is taken to be the yardstick,
better in terms of work done during each iteration. Indeed for Problem 4 the
of iterations for the new method is one more than required by the DFP met
the total number of evaluations of F(x) is five fewer, and taking an average
13problems for which full results are available we see that the mean ratio of f
to gradient evaluations is 8·55 for the new method and 9·88 for the DFP
We therefore take as a measure of the relative effectiveness of the two algorit
total number of gradient evaluations and on this criterion the new algorithm
be regarded as better than the DFP algorithm for Problems I, 12, 13, 14, and I
comparable for Problems 2 and 4-11.

It must be borne in mind that the above results represent only a limited amo
numerical experience applied to a restricted set of problems, and to this extent wi :
necessarily reflect the overall merit of the two algorithms. They in no way consti
a case for modifying existing programs using the DFP algorithm, simple thougli':
may be. Nor are they substantiated by any form of convergence proof apart
those based upon the erroneous hypothesis that the function to be minimi
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